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Abstract 

The excited-state properties of trans-Re02(py)4+ (Re02+) in acetonitrile 

solution have been investigated. The excited-state absorption spectrum of 

Re02+ is dominated by bleaching of the ground state MLCT and d-d systems. 

The reduction potential of ReQ22+/+* is estimated from emission and 

electrochemical data to be -0.7 V (SSCE). The Re02+ excited state efficiently 

reduces methylviologen and other pyridinium and olefin acceptors. The 

resulting Re(VI) species oxidizes secondary alcohols and silanes. 

Acetophenone is the product of sec-phenethyl alcohol oxidation. 

The emission properties of Re02+ in aqueous solutions of anionic and 

nonionic surfactants have been investigated. The emission and absorption 

maxima of Re02+ are dependent on the water content of its environment. 

Emission lifetimes vary over four orders of magnitude upon shifting from 

aqueous to nonaqueous environments. The emission lifetime has a large 

(8.6) isotope effect (k(H20)/k(D20)) that reflects its sensitivity towards the 

environment. These properties have been used to develop a model for the 

interactions of Re02+ with sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS). A hydrophobic 

Re02+ derivative, Re02(3-Ph-py)4+, has been used to probe micelles of 

nonionic surfactants, and these results are consistent with those obtained 

with SDS. 

The emission properties of Re02+ in Nafion perfluorosulfonated 

membranes have been investigated. Absorption and emission spectroscopy 

indicate that the interior of the membrane is quite polar, similar to ethylene 

glycol. Two well-resolved emission components show different lifetimes and 

different isotope effects, indicative of varying degrees of solvent accessibility. 

These components are taken as evidence for chemically distinct regions in the 

polymer film, assigned as the interfacial region and the ion cluster region. 
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The unsubstituted pyridine complex shows monophasic, 't = 1.71J.S, 

emission decay when bound to calf thymus DNA. Switching to the 3-Ph-py 

complex yields a biphasic emission decay ('tl = 2.4 IJ.S, 't2 = 10 ~-ts) indicative of 

an additional, solvent-inaccessible binding mode. Photoinduced electron 

transfer to methylviologen leads to oxidative cleavage of the DNA as detected 

by gel electrophoresis. Electrochemical and spectrophotometric techniques 

used with organic substrates also can be used to monitor the oxidation of 

DNA. Abstraction of the ribose 4' hydrogen by Re022+ is a possible 

mechanism. 
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Chapter 1. 

Introduction 
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Metal-oxo reagents are ubiquitous in high-valent transition metal 

coordination chemistry because of the degree to which both terminal and 

bridging oxo ligands stabilize high oxidation states.1,2 Much of the ongoing 

research in oxidation catalyst development has centered on the synthesis of 

metal-oxo reagents capable of performing oxygen atom transfer3 or hydrogen 

atom transfer4 organic oxidations. From this rich ground-state chemistry, the 

development of versatile metal-oxo photooxidants might also be envisioned. 

To date, however, only a handful of metal-oxo complexes that possess 

long-lived emissive excited states have been prepared.S-7 These complexes 

are based on the d2 trans-ReV02+ and trans-OsVIQ22+ chromophores whose 

electronic structures can be derived from original calculations by Ballhausen 

and Gray for the vanadyl ion.8 

Thermal oxygen atom transfer reactions from high-valent metal-oxo 

reagents to acceptors such as triphenylphosphine have been observed in 

many systems (Figure 1.1). Metals of Group 6 such as Cr and Mo cleanly 

transfer oxo groups and form well-characterized metal containing products 

(A).9 These reactions often proceed with the formation of jl-oxo dimers as 

shown in B.10 Berg and Holm have used bulky ligands such as 2,6-bis(2,2-

diphenyl-2- thioethyl)pyridine (L-NS2) to prevent dimerization and to yield 

mononuclear products (C).ll The only example of an oxygen atom transfer 

photoreaction involving a complex having a long-lived emissive excited state 

is shown in D? Here, irradiation of trans-Os02(tmc)2+ (tmc = 1,4,8,11-

te tramethyl-1,4,8,11-tetrazacyclotetradecane) in the presence of 

triphenylphosphine leads to the production of triphenylphosphine oxide and 

an uncharacterized metal complex. This osmium complex is a powerful (> 2 

V vs. NHE) one-electron excited state oxidant, and it is presumed that the 

reaction is induced by one-electron oxidation of triphenylphosphine to form 
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Figure 1.1. Oxygen atom transfer reactions of metal-oxo reagen ts. 
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A [CrOCI4r + PPh3 [Cr2C~]3- + OPPh3 

B cis-Mo02(S2CNR2)2 + PPh3 [Mo0(S2CNR2) 2]20 + OPPh3 

DMF 
c cis-Mo02(L-NS2) + PPh3 MoO(L-NS2)(DMF) + OPPh3 

D trans-[Os02(tmc)]2+ + 
hv 

OPPh3 + ? PPh3 
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PPh3+ and the stable complex trans-OsV02(tmc)+. This is followed by attack of 

the phosphine radical cation on the oxo group and oxygen atom transfer. 

A different type of reactivity exhibited by metal-oxo reagents is 

hydrogen atom and hydride abstraction from organic substrates (Figure 1.2). 

Meyer and others have performed a very complete study on the physical 

properties and reactivity of a versatile oxidant, Ru1VQ(bpy)2(py)2+. This 

complex converts alcohols to ketones via a hydrogen atom transfer 

mechanism (E).12a Olefin epoxidation has also been observed (F) and a 

mechanism involving addition of the reactive oxo ligand to the double bond 

followed by loss of epoxide by the metal complex has been proposed.12b 

Photoreactions of trans-Os VIQ22+ and trans-Ru VIQ22+ also lead to useful 

organic conversions (G and H)13 (CR-Me3 = meso-2,3,7,11,12-pentamethyl-

3 ,7,11,17 -tetraazabicyclo[11 .3.1 ]-heptadeca-1 (7), 13, 15-triene). The mechanism is 

unknown and the metal containing products are uncharacterized; however, it 

is tempting to assume that abstraction of hydrogen atoms by a reactive oxo 

ligand is the first step, especially in light of the detailed studies of these 

reactions by others. 4,12 

There is a striking contrast between reactions A - C and E - H. In oxo 

complexes of Cr and Mo, it is the inherently weak M-0 bond that leads to the 

observed reactivity. Thus, these reagents are useful for activating oxygen 

atom acceptors. The oxidizing capability of complexes of Ru and Os, however, 

arises from a reactive oxo ligand that activates C-Hand C-C bonds in a 

manner analogous to carbonyl excited states.14 These trends are seen in 

biological systems as well where ·oxomolybdenum enzymes such as xanthine 

oxidase catalyze oxygen atom transfer.lS In contrast, cytochrome P450 activates 

C-H bonds in substrates such as toluene where the active form of the enzyme 

is believed to be an FeiV=O moiety.16 In photosynthesis, Nature uses an 



Figure 1.2. 
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Activation of C-Hand C-C bonds by metal-oxo 

reagents. 
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OH 
[Ru0(bpy)2(py)]2+ 

0 
E A A 

>=< [RuO(bpy)2(py) ]2+ 
0 

F )D< 

G 
0 trans-[Os02(CN)4]4-

CH3 hv OCHO 

H 0 trans-[RuO~~R-Me3)]2+ C/=o 
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oxomanganese cluster to store protons and oxidizing equivalents for water 

oxidation.17 Surprisingly, this complex can exist in at least six different 

oxidation states, none of which are reactive towards oxygen atom acceptors or 

weak C-H bonds in the protein. 

Stable d2 transdioxo complexes have been prepared for Mo(IV),18,19 

Tc(V),20,21 Re(V),22-35 Ru(VI),14,36-43 and Os(VI).7,44-52 The most detailed 

investigation of the spectroscopic properties of the trans-M02 chromophore 

was performed on trans-Re02+ complexes, namely trans-Re02(py)4+, 

trans-Re02(en)2+, and trans-Re02(CN)43-.6 The photophysics of these excited 

states were thoroughly characterized; however, attempts to perform 

photochemical reactions failed. The subject of this thesis is the development 

of the solution photochemistry of trans-Re02(py)4+, hereinafter referred to as 

Re02+. 

Re02+ - Synthesis and Structure 

The aerobic oxidation of K2ReCl6 in aqueous pyridine leads to the 

precipitation of [Re02(py)4]CL29 Other salts can be prepared by simple 

metathesis. The complex is very inert to substitution in the absence of a 

coordinating anion53 with a half-time for oxo exchange in H2l8Q of 8000 

minutes.30 Protonation of the first oxo ligand occurs in concentrated HCl but 

the second oxo ligand is protonated only in concentrated H2S04.29 The 

asymmetric 0-Re-0 stretch is found at 820 cm-1 in theIR spectrum of a 

[Re02(py)4]Cl Nujol mull,29 typical of an asymmetric M02 stretching mode.54 

This complex was later prepared by the reaction of Re02(PPh3)2I with 

pyridine.31,32 These results had been neglected until the recent discovery that 
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Re02(PPh3hl is a convenient starting material for an extensive series of 

Re02+ derivatives53 and other monooxorhenium species.55 

Many transdioxorhenium complexes have been crystallographically 

characterized.22-24,28 A recent structure of a 4-methylpyridine (4-Me-py) 

complex of Re02+28 is shown in Figure 1.3. The Re-O and Re-N bond 

distances and angles are within 0.04 A for all of the Re02L4+ (L = py, 1/2 en, 

4-Me-py) complexes that have been structurally characterized. These angles 

and distances are given in Table 1.1. An important feature of the py and 

4-Me-py structures is the angle of the pyridine rings with respect to the ReN4 

plane. The rings are all within 5- 23° of being coplanar with the 0-Re-0 

vector. 

ReOz+ - Electronic Structure and Redox Properties 

The electronic spectrum of Re02+ was originally measured in aqueous 

solution and shows strong bands at 331 nm (e = 19400 M-1 cm-1) and 445 nm (e 

= 1200 M-1 cm-1).29 These bands also have been studied in a crystal.6 Low 

temperature absorption spectra of single crystals allow the assignment of the 

low energy band to a (dxy)2-+ (dxy)1(dxz,yz)1 transition leading to a 1,3£g lowest 

energy excited state. The higher energy band at 331 nm was tentatively 

assigned to d(Re) -+ 1t*(py) metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) by Pipes 

and Meyer on the basis of its shift upon oxo group protonation.56 Thus, the 

energy level diagram for Re02+ can be drawn as shown in Figure 1.4. 

The 3Eg excited state of Re02+ (Re02+*) shows long-lived emission both 

in solution and in the solid state.6 The solid state emission lifetime is quite 

long (32 J.LS), as is the solution lifetime in non-hydroxylic solvents ranging 

from 13 J.l.S in CH2Cb to 17 J.l.S in pyridine. The lifetime of the Re02+* 



Figure 1.3. 
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Crystal structure of [Re02(4-Me-py)4][Re04] taken from 

reference 28 (Re04- counterions not shown for clarity ). 
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C<22) 

Ct2ll 

Cl22AJ 
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Table 1.1. 

Bond Distances and Angles in the Re Coordination Sphere of 

Re02 (4-Me-py)4+ (taken from reference 28). 

Bond Distances (A): 

Bond Angles (deg): 

Re(1)-0(1) 

Re(l)-N(l) 

Re(1)-N(2) 

0(1)-Re (1)-N(1) 

0(1)-Re(1)-N(2) 

1.75 (2) 

2.11 (2) 

2.14 (2) 

89.8 (8) 

90.1 (8) 

N(1)-Re(1)-N(2) 89.7 (8) 



Figure 1.4. 
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Energy level diagram for Re02+ adapted from reference 

6. 
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emission is quenched by hydroxylic solvents, and Stern-Volmer quenching 

constants have been measured (kQ(H20) = 8.2 x 105 M-1 s-1, kQ(D20) = 9.5 x 104 

M-1 s-1). These rate constants show a remarkable (8.6) isotope effect, and the 

Stern-Volmer plots remain linear over a wide range of quencher 

concentrations. The solvent dependence of the absorption spectrum of Re02+ 

was studied much earlier by Beard and Murmann.57 In both studies, a 

mechanism involving hydrogen bonding of the solvent to the oxo group was 

proposed. 

In aqueous solution, Re02+ shows rich redox chemistry.56 In fact, the 

oxidation states Re(II), III, V and VI all can be reached within the solvent 

limits. The pH-independent oxidation of Re02+ to ReVIQ2(py)42+ (Re022+) 

occurs at + 1.25 V (SSCE) and is reversible on the cyclic voltammetry time 

scale. Attempts to prepare Re022+ by bulk electrolysis led to decomposition 

indicating that the d 1 complex is unstable on the time scale of this 

experiment. 

The properties of Re02+ described here foreshadow the two aspects of 

photochemistry described in this thesis. First, if the one-electron oxidation 

can be performed in non-aqueous solution then Re02+ should be a mild 

excited state reductant. Further, the product of excited state electron transfer, 

Re022+, might be a useful high-energy intermediate for organic oxidations 

(Chapter 2). Second, the quenching of Re02+* emission by water indicates 

that this excited state might be a novel probe of microheterogeneous systems 

including micelles (Chapter 3), polymer films (Chapter 4) and nucleic acids 

(Chapter 5). 
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Chapter 2. 

Excited-State Properties of Dioxorhenium(V). Generation 

and Reactivity of Dioxorhenium(VI). 
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Introduction 

The generation of oxidizing transition metal complexes by 

photophysical and photochemical processes is an area of intense study.l-5 An 

immediate goal of this research is to develop compounds whose ground 

states are unreactive in solution but become versatile oxidants after either 

photoexcitation or photoinduced electron transfer to a sacrificial acceptor. 

Much effort has centered on the development of photocatalysts based on 

ruthenium polypyridyl complexes) These molecules are not well-suited for 

bond-breaking or bond-making chemistry because they do not possess open 

coordination sites or potentially reactive ligands. The d8-d8 dimer, 

Pt2(pop)44-, has a strongly oxidizing excited state whose reactivity arises from 

two open platinum coordination sites.6 Alternatively, the relatively inert oxo 

ligands of Os02(tmc)2+ become reactive upon photoexcitation.7 

The complex trans-Re02(py)4+ (Re02+) possesses a long-lived ('t = 10-15 

J..LS) excited state in non-aqueous solution.8 This excited state arises from ad-d 

transition ((dxy)2 -~ (dxy)l(dxz,yz)l) that leads to the population of an orbital 

that is formally Re-O antibonding. In addition, it has been reported that this 

complex can be oxidized reversibly by one electron at +1.25 V (SSCE) in 

aqueous solution.9 We report here that this oxidation also can be performed 

reversibly in non-aqueous solution and that the product of this oxidation, 

Re022+, can be generated by bimolecular excited state electron transfer 

quenching. Further, this dl intermediate oxidizes organic molecules such as 

secondary alcohols, halocarbons and silanes. 

Experimental 

Materials. Solvents used for synthesis were reagent grade. Solvents 

used for physical m easurements were freshly distilled from appropriate 
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drying agents under vacuum or inert atmosphere. KRe04 (Aesar), 

tribenzylsilane (Aldrich), and sec-phenethyl alcohol (Aldrich, Gold Label) 

were used as received. Tetra-(n-butyl)-ammonium hexafluorophosphate 

(TBAH) was prepared by the addition of a dilute HPF6 solution to a saturated 

aqueous solution of tetra-(n-butyl)-ammonium bromide. White crystals were 

obtained after repeated recrystallization from hot ethanol. Quenchers (mono

and bi-pyridinium ions, TCNE) were prepared, metathesized and purified by 

the usual techniques.lO Proton NMR spectra were obtained using a JEOL FX-

90Q spectrometer. 

[Re02(py)4]PF6. The chloride salt was prepared by the method of Beard 

et al.l 1 The PF6- salt was obtained by addition of a saturated aqueous NH4PF6 

solution to an aqueous solution of the chloride. This yellow solid was 

recrystallized from 5:1 acetone/pyridine by the addition of pe troleum ether. 

Electrochemistry. Cyclic voltammetry measurements were made using 

a Princeton Applied Research (PAR) 173 potentiostat and a PAR 175 universal 

programmer. Platinum button working electrodes were prepared by 

polishing with 5 IJ.m alumina, washing with water, and sonicating in 1:1 

MeOH/water. Solutions were degassed with argon and kept under an argon 

blanket during the experiment. APt wire/glass joint was used to hold the 

SSCE reference electrode and to prevent water from leaking into the cell. APt 

wire was used as the auxiliary electrode. Solutions were 0.1 M in TBAH and 

-1 mM in compound. Bulk electrolysis experiments were conducted at aPt 

gauze working electrode using the PAR 173 potentiostat equipped with a 

digital coulometer. The bulk electrolysis cell was a two compartment ce ll 

fitted with an argon inlet and a Pt wire/ glass joint for holding the SSCE 

reference electrode. Argon flow and stirring were continued throughout the 

experiment. Electrolysis solutions were exhaustively extracted w ith pentane 
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for analysis of the organic products by UV spectroscopy. Standard solutions of 

appropriate concentrations were used for quantitating the conversion 

efficiency. 

Photochemical experiments. Nanosecond laser flash photolysis and 

resonance Raman experiments were performed at Columbia University in 

the laboratories of Prof. N.J. Turro as described previously.12 Time-resolved 

absorption measurements were made using 308 nm excitation from a Lambda 

Physik EMG-201 MSC Excimer laser. A xenon lamp (150 W, Oriel Corp.) 

powered by a PRA Model M301 power supply and M305 pulser was used as 

the monitoring source. The lamp was pulsed to produce very bright, 1 ms 

wide, spectrally broad and highly reproducible lamp profiles. The monitoring 

light after passage through the sample was collimated and focused onto the 

entrance slit of a monochromator and data were collected by standard 

photomultiplier tube/ transient digitizer techniques. Decay curves were 

collected at individual wavelengths and fit to single exponentials by standard 

algorithms. These decay curves were used to construct transient absorption 

spectra. 

The resonance Raman experiments were conducted by using a 

homemade laser Raman spectrometer. The samples were excited by a 

Nd:YAG laser (DCR-2, 532 nm). The laser power was high enough to saturate 

the excited-state population and also to scatter off from the excited state 

formed during a single laser pulse. The sample solution was pumped 

through a nozzle to form a smooth thin jet, which was intercepted by the 

laser. The back-scattered light was collected at a small angle to the pump 

beam and focused onto the entrance slit of the Spex Triplemate spectrograph. 

The third stage of the spectrograph contained a 2400 groove/mm grating to 

provide high resolution for the Raman experiments. This grating covers a 
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range of -900-1800 cm-1 in the Raman spectrum with -2 cm-1 resolution. The 

dispersed light was detected by a PARC Model1420 gated (10 ns), intensified 

diode array detector (1024 elements) that was interfaced to a PARC Model 1460 

controller. The entire experiment was run by a homemade, menu-driven 

program with special graphics, written in the Heminway Basic operating 

system. The Raman spectrum of CH3CN was routinely subtracted from the 

data. The spectra were calibrated using toluene. 

Optical absorption spectra were obtained using a Shimadzu UV-260 

recording spectrophotometer. Steady-state photolysis was performed using a 

high pressure Hg/Xe arc lamp equipped with water and air cooling and 

Corning cutoff filters. Emission spectra were recorded on an instrument that 

has been described previously.13 Emission lifetime measurements were 

made using a pulsed Nd:YAG system that has been described previously.l4 A 

532 nm excitation pulse was used in all of these measurements. Emission 

lifetime quenching experiments were performed under vacuum using a 

two-compartment cell that has been described previously.15 

Results and Discussion 

Excited State Properties. The absorption spectrum of Re02+ in 

acetonitrile solution (Figure 2.1) exhibits a very intense band at 360 nm that is 

attributable to d(Re) ~ 1t*(py) MLCT.9 Further experiments in our laboratory 

have confirmed this assignment.16 The weak band at 416 nm has been 

assigned as (dxy)2 ~ (dxy)1(dxz,yz)1, and this transition leads to population of 

the long-lived triplet excited state, 3Eg. 

The emission properties of Re02+ in nonaqueous solution (pyridine, 

THF, CH2Cb) were also reported by Winkler and Gray.8 We have 

investigated these properties in acetonitrile solution, and observe similar 

emission at Amax = 640 nm with an emission lifetime of 10 JlS. Time-resolved 
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Ground state absorption spectrum of [Re02(py)4]PF6 in 

CH3CN. 
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absorption spectra taken 80 ns after laser flash photolysis of these solutions 

are dominated by bleaching of the ground-state MLCT and d-d transitions at 

340 nm and 420 nm (Figure 2.2). This bleaching recovers by first-order 

kinetics with a lifetime equal to the emission lifetime. A broad, weak excited 

state absorption at -500 nm decays with the same lifetime as the emission and 

the ground state bleach. 

The weak excited state absorption can be assigned by considering the 

energy level diagram shown in Figure 2.3. As shown, the excited triplet 

configuration is (dxy)l(dxz,yz)l . From the energy of the ground state MLCT 

band, the 7t*(py) orbital is estimated to lie -28400 cm-1 above the dxy orbital, 

thereby making the energy for an excited state (dxy)l(dxz,yz)1 --7 

(dxz,yz)1(7t*(py))l transition much higher than that of the observed -500 nm 

absorption. It is likely that if this transition occurs, it is unobserved because of 

the strong ground state bleach occurring in the same region. Likewise, the 

(dxy)l(dxz,yz)1 --7 (dxy)1(7t*(py))l transition should occur at -2270 nm (-4400 

cm-1), an energy a great deal lower than that observed. From energy 

considerations, it is thus reasonable to assign the observed excited state 

absorption band to a (dxy)l(dxz,yz)1 --7 (dxz,yz)2 transition. 

The resonance Raman spectrum of Re02+ obtained in acetonitrile 

solution is shown in Figure 2.4. This spectrum shows a very strong band at 

916 cm-1 that can be assigned to the symmetric M-0 stretch. This frequency is 

the same as that observed in vibrational progressions of low temperature 

emission spectra of Re02+ crystals.8 Recently, this same progression has been 

observed from Re02+ intercalated in smectite clays.17 

Redox Properties and Excited State Electron Transfer. In aqueous 

solution, Re02+ can be oxidized reversibly to Re022+ at + 1.25 V(SSCE).9 The 

cyclic voltammogram of Re02+ in 0.1 M TBAH/CH3CN solution (Figure 2.5a) 



Figure 2.2. 
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Excited state absorption spectrum of Re02+* taken 80 

ns after 308 nm excitation in CH3CN. 
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Figure 2.3. 
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Energy level diagram showing the relative energies of 

potential excited state absorptions. 
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Figure 2.4. 
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Resonance Raman spectrum of Re02+ obtained with 

532 nm excitation in CH3CN. 
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Figure 2.5. 
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Cyclic voltammograms of Re02+ in 0.1 M TBAH in (a) 

CH3CN and (b) CH2Cb. Scan rate: 200 mV / s . 
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consists of a single wave at +1.37 V corresponding to this same reversible (~E 

= 60-70 mV, lp,c/lp,a -1) one-electron oxidation. In dichloromethane 

solution, however, this wave becomes only quasi-reversible (Figure 2.5b, ~E 

-100 mV, lp,c/lp,a < 1), a point that will be discussed later. 

Using the emission maximum of Re02+ in acetonitrile as an estimate 

of Eo-o(Re02+*), along with the electrochemical data discussed above, the 

excited state potential can be estimated as shown in equation (1).3 

(1) 

Given this potential, reduction of methylviologen (N,N'-dimethyl-4,4'

bipyridinium, MV2+) should be favored by -0.25 V (E(MV2+/+) = -0.45 V).lO 

Figure 2.6 shows the Stern-Volmer plot for quenching of Re02+* emission by 

MV2+. From the slope of this plot, a bimolecular quenching rate constant of 

kt = 3.6 x 108 M-1 s-1 can be calculated. 

To establish that an electron transfer reaction is responsible for the 

quenching of the Re02+ emission, time-resolved absorption experiments 

were performed. Shown in Figure 2.7 is the absorption spectrum of an 

acetonitrile solution of Re02+ and MV2+ obtained 2 J..lS after laser flash 

photolysis. The spectrum contains two strong bands at 390 nm and 600 nm 

that are attributable to the MV+ radical.18a The bleaching at 330 nm is due to 

Re022+ but is not as pronounced as that for Re02+*. 

The dynamics of the transient species produced in the electron transfer 

reaction also were investigated. The rate of MV+ production determined by 

the appearance of the transient absorption signals at 390 nm and 605 nm was 

first order and agreed with the rate calculated from the rate constant for 

Stern-Volmer emission quenching. The decay trace at 330 nm shows a 

decrease in bleaching from an initial level due to Re02+* to a lower level due 

to Re022+. This decay is first order and proceeds at the same rate as the 
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Stern-Volmer plot for the quenching of the Re02+* 

emission lifetime by MV2+. 
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Figure 2.7. 
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Absorption spectrum of a CH3CN solution of Re02+ 

and MV2+ taken 2J.1S after 308 nm excitation. 
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increase in absorption due to MV+. The disappearance of the MV+ signal at 

605 nm was second-order, and least squares fitting of a 1/[MV+] plot (Figure 

2.8) using the procedure of MarshaU10,18b gave a bimolecular rate constant for 

charge recombination of kb = 2.1 x 1010 M-1 s-1. This corresponds to the 

diffusion-contro11ed limit in acetonitrile calculated by the method of Meyer et 

aJ.l9 The extremely efficient recombination is due to the large (- 1.82 V) 

driving force for back electron transfer in this system. In addition, kb also was 

determined from the MV+ signal at 390 nm and the ReOz2+ ground state 

bleach at 330 nm. Each of these rate constants were within experimental error 

of the kb determined at 605 nm, indicating that excited-state electron transfer 

in this solvent is completely reversible. 

The excited state of ReOz+ also efficiently reduces other electron 

acceptors (Table 2 .1). The rate constants show that the excited state reduction 

potential of -0.7 V estimated from emission and electrochemical 

measurements is quite reasonable.3,19 Further, kb was estimated for 4-cyano

N-benzylpyridinium, 4-cyano-N-methylpyridinium, and 4-carbomethoxy-N

m ethylpyridinium. The rate constants in aU of these cases were diffusion

controlled with driving forces greater than 2.0 V. A gain, reversibility was 

verified by comparing the rate constant determined from the pyridinium 

radical absorption with the rate constant determined from the ReOz+ ground 

state bleach. 

Reactivity of Re022+. As shown in Figure 2.5, the oxidation of ReOz+ 

in acetonitrile is reversible on the cyclic voltammetry time scale. This 

reversibility is supported by the transient absorption experiments. In CHzClz, 

however, the cyclic voltammogram exhibits only a quasi-reversible oxidation 

wave. Analysis of the scan-rate dependence of this wave20 indicates tha t an 

EC mechanism is operating with a chemical reaction rate of 0.04 ± 0.01 s-1. 
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Plot of 1 I !1A at 605 run vs. time for the back-electron 

transfer reaction between Re022+ and MV+. 
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Table 2.1. 

Bimolecular Electron Transfer Rate Constants from Stern-Volmer Quenching 

of the Emission Lifetime of Re02+*. 

Q 

tetracyanoethylene 
N,N'-propylene-1,10-phenanthrolinium 
N,N'-dimethyl-4,4'-bipyridinium 
4-cyano-N-benzylpyridinium 
4-cyano-N-methylpyridinium 
4-carbomethoxy-N -meth y 1 pyridini urn 
4-amido-N-ethylpyridinium 

aReferences 5 and 10. 

+0.24 
-0.27 
-0.45 
-0.59 
-0.67 
-0.78 
-0.93 

9.0 X 109 
4.5 X 108 
3.6 X 108 
2.6 X 108 
1.1 X 108 
1.1 X 107 
4.1 X 106 
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Steady-state photolysis of CH2Ch solutions of Re02+ and MV2+ at A. > 450 nm 

leads to net production of MV+ (Figure 2.9), thereby indicating that Re022+ is 

reacting with CH2Cl2 in competition with back electron transfer, allowing 

MV+ to accumulate. Photolysis of Re02+ and MV2+ in THF also led to 

production of MV+; however, no absorption changes were observed after 24 h 

of irradiation of Re02+ and MV2+ in CH3CN. 

The oxidized species, Re022+, also reacts with other organic substrates. 

Shown in Figure 2.10a is the oxidation wave of Re02+ with increasing 

amounts of tribenzylsilane ((PhCH2hSiH) added to the CH3CN solution. The 

silane reacts with Re022+, producing an oxidation wave that becomes 

increasingly irreversible with addition of (PhCH2hSiH. Figure 2.10b shows 

the same experiment performed with a secondary alcohol, sec-ph enethyl 

alcohol (PhCH(OH)CH3), as the substrate. 

Bulk electrolysis of degassed CH3CN solutions of Re02+ containing 

PhCH(OH)CH3 was performed atE> 1.5 V (SSCE). The electrolysis was run 

for 3 turnovers based on the one-electron oxidation of Re02+. Analysis of the 

organic products by UV spectroscopy showed that PhCH(OH)CH3 is converted 

to acetophenone. By monitoring the intense ketone 7t-1t* absorption,21 a 

current efficiency of 90 ± 5 % for conversion of the alcohol to the ketone (a 

two-electron process) was determined. 

Oxidation Mechanism. A key question is whether a Re02+-alcohol 

complex is formed prior to oxidation of the m etal complex. Hydrogen 

bonding was proposed originally to explain the quenching of Re02+ emission 

by molecules containing hydroxylic protons.8 Figure 2.11a shows the proton 

NMR spectrum of 1-propanol in acetonitrile that contains sharp quartet and 

triplet resonances between 3 and 4 ppm that are due to the a-CH2 and OH 

protons, respectively. Upon the addition of « 1 equivalent of Re02+ these 
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Absorption spectra taken at 15 min. intervals during 

steady-state photolysis of Re02+ and MV2+ in CH2Cb. 
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Figure 2.10. 
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Cyclic voltammograms of Re02+ in CH3CN with 

increasing amounts of added (a) (PhCH2bSiH and (b) 

PhCH(OH)CH3. 
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Figure 2.11. 
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Proton NMR spectra of (a) 1-propanol in CD3CN and 

(b) 1-propanol in CD3CN with« 1 equivalent of Re02+ 

added to the solution. 
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resonances become dramatically broadened, strongly indicating that some 

type of complex has been formed. Similar observations have been made by 

Fox et al., in polyoxotungstate systems.22 

We also have observed similar effects with the PhCH(OH)CH3 

substrate. Figure 2.12a shows the proton NMR spectrum of sec-phenethyl 

alcohol in CH3CN. The hydroxyl proton resonance appears as a doublet 

centered at 3.4 ppm. The a-methyne proton resonance centered at 4.8 ppm is 

a quartet of doublets due to coupling to the three protons of the terminal 

methyl group and to the hydroxyl proton. Upon addition of -lQ-3 equivalents 

of Re02+ (Figure 2.12b), the hydroxyl proton resonance is observed to broaden 

and become decoupled from the a-methyne proton resonance, which now 

appears as a clean quartet due to coupling only to the terminal methyl 

protons. This observation is taken as strong evidence for complex formation 

between the hydroxyl proton and Re02+. 

The metal-containing species present after catalytic activity has ceased 

is currently uncharacterized. The resulting solution is colorless, suggesting 

that Re04- might be the deactivation product. This is ruled out, however, by 

cyclic voltammograms that show a single irreversible reduction wave at -0.8 

V, much less than the reduction potential for Re04-.23 Synthesis aimed at 

lowering the oxidation potential for Re02+ should lead to a catalyst that is 

active at lower potentials.16 Tuning of the potential so that activity is 

retained while the absolute potential is minimized may lead to smoother 

substrate oxidation. 

It is likely that Re022+ abstracts a hydrogen atom from substrate in the 

initial step of oxidation. One resonance form of Re022+ is a Re(d2) bonded to 

an oxo radical (Figure 2.13), a structure that resembles a carbonyl n,1t* excited 

state. Recall that n,1t* states efficiently abstract hydrogen atoms from many 



Figure 2.12. 
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Proton NMR spectra (TMS reference) of (a) sec

phenethyl alcohol in CD3CN and (b) sec-phenethyl 

alcohol in CD3CN with -l0-3 equivalents of ReOz+ 

added to the solution. 
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Figure 2.13. 
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Scheme showing a potential mechanism for the 

H-atom abstraction reactivity of Re022+. 
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types of substrates,21 and Ru(IV) monooxo and Ru(VI) and Os(VI) dioxo 

complexes undergo the same types of conversions stoichiometrically by 

H-atom abstraction.7,24,25 The fact that greater than stoichiometric amounts 

of organic product have been observed under electrolysis conditions indicates 

that it would be fruitful to search for novel photocatalytic H-atom abstraction 

reactions that could be initiated by electron transfer from Re02+* complexes. 

Conclusions 

These findings illustrate a number of potentially important trends in 

metal-oxo complexes. The photophysics of Re02+ and Os022+ are quite 

similar;7 however, their redox properties and resulting excited state chemistry 

are quite distinct. The osmium complex is a powerful(> 2 V vs. NHE) excited 

state oxidant owing to the relative stability of Os(V). In striking contrast, 

Re(IV) is unobservable in our system and it is Re(VI) that is actually 

accessible. The Re02+ complex is therefore a weak excited state reductant as 

shown in Figure 2.14. It is noteworthy that the observed redox couple for 

each system is VI/V regardless of the number of d-electrons involved. 

The importance of these observations is evident in the reactivity of 

Re02+. In the iron family complexes,7,24,25 reactivity similar to carbonyl 

excited states21 is observed with Ru(IV), Ru(VI) and Os(VI) as stated in 

Chapter 1 of this thesis. In terms of the mechanism of Figure 2.13, this 

implies that the oxo radical intermediates of Ru(III), Ru(V) and Os(V) are 

thermally (or photochemically) accessible. This is clearly not the case for the 

analogous Re(IV) species. Oxidation of Re02+ to Re(VI) creates a thermally 

accessible oxo radical state on Re(V), a very stable oxidation state. This 

permits H-atom abstraction reactions such as alcohol oxidation to occur. 

This work has far-reaching consequences for the design of photoredox 

catalysts. Clearly, excited state electron transfer is a powerful method for 
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Figure 2.14. Modified Latimer diagram for Re02+. 
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activating stable catalysts. This energy can be harvested more effectively, 

however, when the catalyst has a reactive site such as an oxo ligand that has 

been activated by the redox event. In particular, the extremely stable oxo 

ligands of Re02+ acquire oxo radical reactivity upon complex oxidation. In 

contrast, storage of a comparable amount of energy in Ru(bpy)32+ does not 

lead to bond-breaking or bond-making chemistryl because there is no 

potentially reactive site in the metal complex. It is thereby fruitful to search 

for excited states capable of performing redox reactions that lead to an 

activated metal complex with a potentially reactive functionality. 
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Chapter 3. 

Emission Properties of d2 Transdioxo Complexes in Aqueous Solutions of 

Anionic and Nonionic Surfactants: A Sensitive Probe of Hydrophobic 

Binding Regions. 
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The photochemistry of small guest molecules included in 

microheterogeneous environments is an area of continuing interest in 

biomimetic chemistry.l Transition metal complexes are attractive candidates 

for inclusion in these environments because of the diversity of their 

photophysics and redox properties.2 The two-fold purpose of this research is 

to probe the structure and dynamics of the environment using novel 

properties of the guest molecule and to develop new photochemistry of the 

guest molecule through the use of a novel environment.3 The transdioxo 

Re(V) complex, Re02(py)4+, abbreviated hereafter as Re02+, is a potentially 

sensitive probe of interfacial regions of microheterogeneous environments 

because its emission lifetime varies over four orders of magnitude upon 

shifting from aqueous to increasing! y nonaqueous regions. The Re(V) 

complex can be oxidized photochemically to Re(VI)02(py)42+, and this Re(VI) 

complex is reactive towards a number of organic substrates.4 

In order to develop fully the microheterogeneous photochemistry of 

Re02+, we have studied its emission properties in aqueous solutions of 

anionic and neutral surfactants. A model for cationic metal complexes in 

anionic surfactant solutions has been developed through numerous detailed 

investigations involving Ru(bpy)32+ (bpy = 2,2'-bipyridine).S Because the 

emission life time of Ru(bpy)32+ is not strongly dependent on the aqueous 

character of its environment, bimolecular quenching experiments were 

employed to develop this modeL6-8 We will show that a similar model can 

be developed for Re02+ by varying surfactant concentration, H20/ D20 ratio, 

incident laser power, and ionic strength. 

Previous work with Ru(bpy)32+ and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) has 

shown that a number of different interactions between cationic metal 

complexes and anionic surfactants can occur. At very low surfactant 
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concentration, insoluble dodecyl sulfate (OS-) salts can precipitate (Figure 3.1, 

1).9 Above the critical micellar concentration (cmc(SDS) = 8.1 mM), these salts 

are solubilized by the anionic micelles (2).6,7,9 At intermediate concentrations 

below the erne (3- 6 mM), clusters have been shown to form that resemble 

very diffuse inverse micelles with one or more Ru(bpy)J2+ cations in the 

center (3).8 Based on our data, we propose that Re02+ obeys the model shown 

in Figure 3.1. This model is consistent with similar Ru(bpy)J2+ schemes, and 

we have been able to show for the first time that extramicellar clusters (3) 

persist at surfactant concentrations well above the erne. 

Dioxorhenium(V) and SDS 

NMR spectra. The NMR spectra of Re02+ in micellar D20 solutions of 

SDS are typical for complexes bound to aqueous micelles.9c-f The spectra in 

Figure 3.2 show two important characteristic changes. First, the signal arising 

from the surfactant protons on the carbon that is a. to the sulfonate group is 

shifted from B = 3.90 ppm (Figure 3.2b) to B = 3.85 ppm (Figure 3.2c). This 

indicates that Re02+ is residing near the a.-carbon, most probably near the 

sulfonate/water interface. The second change in the spectrum is a shift of the 

pyridine a.-proton resonance from B = 8.71 ppm (Figure 3.2a) to B = 8.87 ppm 

(Figure 3.2c). This shift increases monotonically as Re02+ is added to the 

solution (Figure 3.3). This shift is observed for free pyridine as well as for the 

metal complex, indicating that this effect is not unique to Re02+. Thus, this 

NMR shift serves as a potentially useful environmental marker that is not 

coupled to the exquisitely sensitive electronic properties to be discussed 

below. 

Steady-state electronic spectra. The absorption spectrum of Re02+ in 

aqueous solution exhibits band maxima at 445 (E 1200) and 331 nm (E = 19400 
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Figure 3.1. Model for SDS/Re02+ interactions. 
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Figure 3.2. 
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NMR spectra of (a) Re02+ in D20, (b) SDS in D20, (c) 

Re02+ and SDS in D20, where the mole fraction of 

Re02+ relative to SDS is 0.10. 
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Figure 3.3. 
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Plot of the chemical shift of the Ha for Re0 2+ (see 

Figure 3.2) versus the mole fraction of Re02+ relative 

to SDS. 
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M-1 cm-1)10 (Figure 3.4a). The low-energy band has been assignedll to (dxy)2 

~ (dxy)1(dxz,yz)1. The intense band at 331 nm is attributable to d(Re) ~ 7t*(py) 

MLCT on the basis of its shift upon protonation of the oxo group.10 Several 

experiments in our laboratory support this assignment.12 The MLCT Amax 

shifts to lower energy in less-polar solvents (Figure 3.4c). 

The energy of the MLCT transition is linearly dependent on the 

solvent polarity parameter, Z (Figure 3.5).13 These data correlate equally well 

with the Gutmann acceptor number,14 a phenomenon that has been observed 

frequently for MLCT transitions in other complexes.15 Figure 3.4b shows that 

this band also shifts to lower energy upon addition of 20 mM SDS to an 

aqueous solution of Re02+. This energy can be used to calculate an average 

polarity of the SDS environment that is between MeOH and EtOH, a result 

consistent with other measures of the SDS micellar polarity near the 

interfacial region.l6 

The emission properties of Re02+ were first investigated by Winkler 

and Gray.ll The emission spectrum of this complex in nonaqueous solution 

(Figure 3.6a) is essentially featureless with Amaxem(CH3CN) at 640 nm. The 

lifetime of this emission varies slightly with solvent, ranging from 10-17 J.LS 

depending on the nonaqueous medium (Table 3.1). The emission is 

quenched by protic solvents with a large isotope effect (in pyridine), 

k(H20)/k(D20) = 8.6; ko(H20) = 8.2 x 105, kQ(D20) = 9.4 x 105 M-1 s-1.11b In 

neat H20 or D20 this emission is quenched completely (t < 10 ns). Addition 

of SDS to aqueous solutions of Re02+ leads to emission with Amax at 675 nm 

(Figure 3.6b); precisely the same behavior is observed in experiments on 

nonaqueous (pyridine) solutions of Re02+ to which small amounts of H20 

have been added.11b 



Figure 3.4. 
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Absorption spectra of -1 mM solutions of 

[Re02Cpy)4]PF6 in (a) water (dotted line), (b) 20 mM SDS 

(solid line) and (c) N,N-dimethylformamide (dashed 

line). 
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Figure 3.5. 
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Plot of Re02+ MLCT energy (absorption maximum) vs. 

the solvent polarity parameter, Z. 
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Figure 3.6. 
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Uncorrected room-temperature emission spectra of 

[Re02(py)4]PF6 in (a) acetonitrile solution, (b) 40 mM 

SDS/H20. 
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Table 3.1. 

Emission Lifetime Data for [Re02(py)4]PF6. 

surfactant solvent 

H20 < 10 ns 

CH3CN 10 JlS 

CH2Cl2 12.5 JlS 

SDS H20 67 ns/900 ns 

SDS 020 570 ns/900 ns 

SDS 4:1H20/D20 120 ns/900 ns 

SDS 4:1 H20/D20/0.2MNaCl 70 ns/900 ns 

Brij 35 H20 < 10 ns 

CTAB H20 < 10 ns 
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Emission lifetime measurements. The decay curves of aqueous 

micellar SDS solutions of ReOz+ are biphasic with 'tl = 67 and 't2 = 900 ns. The 

value of 'tl is increased in DzO (570 ns) with k(HzO) /k(DzO) = 8.6, the same 

ratio that was obtained in homogeneous nonaqueous solution.llb Data 

obtained in HzO/DzO mixtures show a linear dependence of 'tl on [HzO] 

following equation (1) (Figure 3.7). 

From this equation we estimate values of kQ(HzO) = 2.4 x 105 and kQ(DzO) = 

2.8 x 104 M-ls-1. These rate constants are of the same order as those measured 

in homogeneous solution, thereby suggesting that the same deactivation 

mechanism is operating under these conditions. The similarity of these 

results with those obtained in homogeneous solution indicates that 'tl arises 

from ReOz+ residing in an environment of reduced water concentration. In 

contrast the component 't2 is independent of the HzO/DzO ratio, suggesting 

that it is not exposed to the bulk aqueous medium. 

The magnitude of 'tl is strongly dependent on the surfactant 

concentration (Figure 3.8). There is a marked increase of 't1 in the vicinity of 

the erne, indicative of association with a normal SDS micelle as shown in 2 .3 

The longer component, 't2, shows a different dependence on surfactant 

concentration (Figure 3.9). The lifetime increases as a function of the 

surfactant concentration and maximizes at the erne. At low surfactant 

concentrations, clusters containing more than one ReOz+ can participate in 

triple t-triplet annihilation, resulting in shorter lifetimes.8 As the surfactant 

concentration is increased, more clusters are formed, and the multiply 

occupied clusters are reduced in concentration. Since the ReOz+ concentration 
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Figure 3.7. Stern-Volmer plot for equation (1). 
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Figure 3.8. Dependence of 'tJ on SDS concentration. 
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Figure 3.9. Dependence of t2 on SDS concentration. 
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is constant, the probability for two probes to be within the same cluster 

decreases with increase in the SDS concentration, and therefore a lengthening 

of the lifetime can be observed. 

The inverse dependence of 't2 on the incident laser power further 

supports this model (Figure 3.10). At SDS concentrations below the erne (3.6 

mM), 't2 is inversely dependent on the laser power and levels off to a 

maximum at low excitation intensities. This is consistent with the 

self-annihilation mechanism associated with clusters containing more than 

one Re02+ ion. At SDS concentrations well above the erne (40 mM), 't2 is only 

slightly dependent on the laser power, indicating that most of the clusters are 

singly occupied at these SDS concentrations. 

The value of 'tl can be reduced significantly by the addition of NaCl 

(Table 3.1). Greater ionic strength increases the average micellar size and 

raises water concentration at the interface.17 Increased exposure to water 

results in a reduced value of 'tl· In contrast, 't2 is not dependent on [NaCl]. 

The decay profiles of Re02+ in cationic cetyltrimethylammonium bromide 

(CTAB) and non-ionic Brij 35 (CH3(CH2)n(OCH2CH2h30H) micellar 

solutions are single exponentials and short, as in water. This further supports 

the proposal that the long-lived emission observed in SDS arises from a 

unique environment associated with SDS. The negatively charged surfactant 

can cluster with the positively charged (Re02+) probe ions, and a probe 

embedded in such cluster is least exposed to the bulk aqueous environment. 

On the other hand, the short lived emission arises from probe ions bound to 

micelles at the negatively charged interfacial region. 

Time-resolved emission spectra. In acetonitrile solution, the s teady

s tate emission spectrum of Re02+ (Figure 3.6a) is typical of complexes of this 

type. Time-resolved emission measurements in CH3CN show that this 
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Dependence of 't2 on laser power intensity in (a) 3.6 

mM SDS, (b) 40 mM SDS. 
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emission spectrum remains unchanged (A.max 640 nm) over a period of 10 JlS. 

The corresponding decay curves are strictly monoexponential and 

independent of the monitoring as well as the excitation wavelength (300- 550 

nm). Thus, only one emissive state is observed in homogeneous, 

nonaqueous solution. 

The steady-state emission spectrum of Re02+ obtained in SDS is 

red-shifted relative to CH3CN (Figure 3.6b). Qualitatively, the spectrum 

broadens slightly, and the emission maximum is moved to lower energy. 

Time-resolved emission spectra taken in SDS at 50 ns intervals over a period 

of 200 ns show a blue shift in the emission maximum with time (Figure 3.11). 

This is consistent with two emissive states, a short-lived species with 

emission at longer wavelengths and a longer-lived state with emission at 

shorter wavelengths.18 The fact that the longer-lived component emits at 

higher energy suggests that this species is less relaxed by the surrounding 

environment. The ordered structure of the cluster would restrict 

reorganization and therefore could not relax the excited s tate very effectively. 

Thus, this species would be expected to emit at higher energies. In steady-state 

emission experiments involving other aqueous microheterogeneous 

environments, including nucleic acids (Chapter 5) and polyelectroly te films 

(Chapter 4),18b we have observed that more polar environments (as indicated 

by MLCT absorption maxima) lead to emission at longer wavelengths. 

Dioxorhenium(V) and Nonionic Surfactants 

Preparation of Re02(3-Ph-py)4+. One of the advantages of the Re02+ 

system is the ability to alter the axial nitrogen ligands.12 This allows the 

hydrophobic properties to be tuned over a wide range. The CN- complex 

(K3Re02(CN)4) does not bind to ionic or neutral micelles. The pyridine 
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Time-resolved emission spectra of [Re02Cpy)4]PF6 in 40 

mM SDS, 4:1 H20 /D20. Inset: plot of emission 

maximum versus time. 
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complex associates with anionic micelles but not neutral or cationic 

aggregates. A new derivative, Re02(3-Ph-py)4+, has been prepared, and this 

complex is sufficiently hydrophobic to bind to neutral as well as anionic 

micelles. This presents an interesting balance of hydrophobic and hydrophilic 

properties. The Re02+ unit is very hydrophilic, containing two oxo ligands 

that are of formal charge -2 and therefore extremely good hydrogen bond 

acceptors. At the same time, it is possible to add four very hydrophobic 

ligands, such as 3-phenylpyridine, to this hydrophilic Re02+ moiety. 

The 4-picoline and 4-tert-butylpyridine derivatives of Re02+ were 

prepared by Winkler and Gray, and their non-aqueous homogeneous 

solution emission properties have been reported.11 The 3-phenylpyridine 

complex is prepared by substituting 3-:phenylpyridine for pyridine in the 

usual preparation of Re02+. Once purified, this derivative is quite similar to 

the unsubstituted complex. As in the methyl and tert-butyl derivatives, 

addition of the substituent does not alter greatly the electronic properties of 

Re02+. The asymmetric M02 stretch is present at 810 cm-1 (Figure 3.12a), as 

are the PF6- stretch (840 cm-1) and the out of plane bending modes for 

monosubstituted phenyl rings (750 cm-1 and 695 cm-1). The aromatic region 

of the NMR spectrum (Figure 3.12b) shows four resonances. The peaks at 8 = 

8.0, 9.1 and 9.4 ppm arise from three of the four pyridyl resonances. The final 

pyridyl resonance is covered partly by the large multiplet at o = 7.52 arising 

from the five phenyl protons. The cyclic voltammogram (Figure 3.13) shows 

the same reversible Re02+/2+ couple seen in the unsubstituted complex. The 

E112 for this couple is 40 mV less positive than the same couple for the 

unsubstituted pyridine complex, indicating that the phenyl rings are donating 

a very small amount of electron density to the metal center. The absorption 

spectrum (Figure 3.14) shows the 3,1£g bands at 425 nm and 490 nm, 
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(A) Metal-oxo stretching region of the IR spectrum 

(Nujol mull) of [Re0z(3-Ph-py)4]PF6. (B) Aromatic 

region of the NMR spectrum of [Re0z(3-Ph-py)4]PF6. 
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Figure 3.13. 
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Cyclic voltammogram of [Re02(3-Ph-py)4]PF6 in 

acetonitrile, 0.1 M TBAH. Scan rate: 200 m VIs. 
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Figure 3.14. 
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Ligand field region of the absorption spectrum of 

[Re02(3-Ph-py)4]PF6. 
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essentially identical to the unsubstituted analog. Finally, the same 

structureless emission in room temperature fluid solution is observed 

(Figure 3.15a). The similarity of the electronic properties of these complexes is 

summarized in Table 3.2. Thus, the hydrophobic character of the complex has 

been increased while the desired electronic properties and photophysics have 

been retained. 

Steady-state emission spectra. The steady-state emission spectrum of 

this complex in CH3CN shown in Figure 3.15a is unstructured at room 

temperature. When placed in aqueous solutions of Brij 35, Re02(3-Ph-py)4+ 

shows vibronically structured emission (Figure 3.15b). This progression (~v 

-900 cm-1) corresponds to the symmetric Re02 stretch and is similar to that 

seen in low-temperature emission spectrall of Re02(py)4+ and in 

room-temperature emission spectra of Re02Cpy)4+ intercalated in some types 

of complex layered oxides.20 The appearance of this progression indicates that 

the Re02+ chromophore is in a viscous environment. 

Emission lifetime measurements. The lifetime data for 

Re02(3-Ph-py)4+ are given in Table 3.3. In Brij 35, owing to the absence of 

electrostatic interactions (which can lead to the formation of 3), it is 

reasonable to expect that the major interaction that may occur is hydrophobic 

binding of Re02(3-Ph-py)4+ to the micellar core. Accordingly, in Brij 35, the 

decay curve is monophasic ('t 500 ns) and shows only a small isotope effect 

(k(H20)/k(D20) = 1.1). The increased lifetime and the small isotope effect are 

consistent with local ordering of the chromophore (Figure 3.15), with limited 

exposure to the aqueous environment. Thus, k(H20)/k(D20) is an effective 

m easure of the solvent accessibility of the probe molecule.21 In aqueous 

solutions of Triton X-100 (CH3C(CH3hCH2C(CH3hCt#4(0CH2CH2)9.50H),6 a 



Figure 3.15. 
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Uncorrected room-temperature emission spectra of 

[Re02(3-Ph-py)4]PF6 in (a) acetonitrile and (b) Brij 

35/H20. 
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Table 3.2. 

Electronic Properties of Dioxorhenium Complexes. 

v(Re-o)a 

Etf2(ReOz2+/+)c 

Amaxabs(d-d)d 

aN ujol mull . 

bfrom ref. 11 b . 

815 cm-lb 

+1.37 v 
435 nm 

640 nm 

810 cm-1 

+1.34 v 
425 nm 

625 nm 

CAcetonitrile solution, 0.1 M tetra-n-butylammonium hexafluorophospha te . 

dAcetonitrile solution. 

eAcetonitrile solution, 400 nm excitation. 
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Table 3.3. 

Emission Lifetime Data for Other Transdioxo Complexes. 

complex medium 

[Re02(3-Ph-py)4]PF6 H20 

CH3CN 

Brij 35/H20 

Brij 35/D20 

Triton X-lOO/D20 

SDS/D20 

CTAB 

< 10 ns 

10 J..lS 

500 ns 

570 ns 

1.36 J..lS 

1.3 J..lS 

< 10 ns 

1.45 J..lS 

1.0 J..lS 

1.3 J..lS 
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nonionic surfactant with a larger hydrophobic chain than Brij 35, a similar 

isotope-independent, long-lived emission was observed ('t = 1.36 ~s). 

In micellar SDS solution, the decay curve of Re02(3-Ph-py)4+ is 

monophasic and shows no isotope effect. The emission properties (lack of an 

isotope effect, and a long-lived (1.3 ~s), single-component decay) indicate that 

Re02(3-Ph-py)4+ is bound in cluster aggregates (3) rather than at the interfacial 

region of the anionic micelles (2). Further, Re02(3-Ph-py)4+ shows no 

interaction with positively charged CTAB micelles, thereby suggesting that 

the complex is not sufficiently hydrophobic to allow it to bind to positively 

charged micelles. 

Dioxoosmium(VI) 

The electronically related complex Os02(tmc)2+ (tmc = 

1,4,8,11-tetramethyl-1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradecane),22 shows a different type 

of environmentally dependent emission lifetime (Amaxem 630 nm). The 

lifetime increases marginally with solvent polarity from 1.0 ~sin CH3CN to 

1.45 ~sin H20. The lifetime in micellar SDS solution is 1.30 ~s, and it shows 

no deuterium isotope effect. This behavior may result from encapsulation of 

the oxo groups by the bulky tmc macrocycle, making the complex less 

sensitive to hydrogen bond donors in the outer coordination sphere. From 

infrared spectroscopy,22 it may be concluded that the metal-oxo bonds of 

Os022+ are much stronger than those in Re02+ and that the oxo ligands might 

be poorer hydrogen bond acceptors. 

The Os022+ system clearly is not as attractive as the Re02+ system for 

characterization of microenvironments, but there is also a distinct 

disadvantage for aqueous photochemistry in general. Shown in Figure 3.16 is 

the absorption spectrum of Os022+, taken at 2 min intervals during photolysis 



Figure 3.16. 
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Absorption spectra of [Os02(tmc)](Cl04h taken at 2 min 

intervals during photolysis at A > 360 nm. 
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Photolysis of Os02(tmc)2+ in H 2o, A->360 nm 
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at A.> 360 nm. The complex clearly is decomposing to yield a spectroscopically 

nondescript product. Thermodynamic arguments might predict the 

formation of a Jl-oxo dimer as the photolysis product.23 

Conclusions 

We have shown that the d2 transdioxo complex Re0z(py)4+ is a very 

sensitive probe for hydrophobic binding regions in aqueous surfactant 

solutions. A number of properties of this chromophore can be used to 

delineate its microenvironment. These properties include (1) a 

polarity-dependent UV absorption band and emission maximum, (2) a strong 

vibrational progression that can be observed when the complex is in an 

ordered cluster, (3) an emissive excited state that is strongly coupled to the 

water molecules of its surroundings and (4) a large HzO/DzO isotope effect on 

the excited state properties. We have used these properties together with the 

fact that the excited state of ReOz+ is capable of triplet-triplet annihilation to 

show that the pre-micellar cluster model proposed for Ru(bpy)J2+ can be 

generalized to dioxo cations (Figure 3.1). In our case, we have shown that this 

model is valid by varying the surfactant concentration, incident laser power 

intensity, H20/D20 ratio, and ionic strength. 

We also have synthesized a hydrophobic Re02+ derivative, 

Re0z(3-Ph-py)4+, whose electronic properties are virtually identical with 

those of the unsubstituted complex. With this hydrophobic derivative, we 

have been able to probe other environments (e.g., nonionic micelles) by 

means of the SDS/ReOz+ model. An electronically related osmium complex 

is not nearly as useful for studying aqueous systems, or for aqueous 

photochemistry in general. 
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Experimental Section 

Materials. Solvents used for synthesis were reagent grade. 

Photochemical measurements were made in spectrograde solvents that were 

freshly distilled from appropriate drying agents under inert atmosphere. 

Triton X-100 was used as received. Sodium dodecyl sulfate (Aldrich) and Brij 

35 (Aldrich) were recrystallized from acetone/water. Water was purified by a 

nanopure water system. Na20sCl6 and KRe04 (Aesar) were used as received. 

The 1,4,8,11-tetramethyl-1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradecane ligand (Aldrich) was 

recrystallized from acetone and dried at room temperature under high 

vacuum. Deuterium oxide (Aldrich, 99.8 atom%) was placed under vacuum 

immediately after opening and was distilled just before use. 

Dioxo complexes. The chloride salt of Re02(py)4+ was prepared by the 

method of Beard et al.24a The PF6- salt was precipitated by addition of 

saturated aqueous NfilPF6 to a water solution of the chloride and 

recrystallized from 5:1 acetone/pyridine. K2ReCl6 was prepared by a known 

method.24b 

[Re02(3-Ph-py)4]PF6: A 0.5 g sample of K2ReCl6 was added to 5 g of 

3-phenylpyridine and 1 mL of nanopure H20 and boiled under reflux for 6 h. 

The solution was cooled to room temperature and dissolved in acetone. An 

excess of NfilPF6 (Aldrich) was added, and addition of petroleum ether 

precipitated a crude yellow solid. A dichloromethane solution of this solid 

was loaded onto a silica gel column. Elution with dichloromethane separated 

a yellow band and a green band that were discarded. Elution with acetonitrile 

separated the desired orange band, which was collected and evaporated to 

dryness. Slow crystallization from 1:1 acetone/petroleum ether produced an 

orange microcrystalline solid that was dried for 6 h in a vacuum oven at 60° 

C . Crystals were soluble in dichloromethane, acetonitrile, acetone, toluene, 
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and diethyl ether and insoluble in petroleum ether and water. Elemental 

analysis: C, 51.87%; H, 3.70 %; N, 5.55%. Calculated for [Re0z(3-Ph-py)4]PF6: 

C, 53.7%; H, 3.69%; N, 5.69%. 

[Os02(bnc)](Cl04h: A 0.5 g sample of tmc (Aldrich) was added to 150 

mL of absolute ethanol containing 12 g of tin plates cut from tin foil (Aldrich). 

After bringing to reflux, a solution of 0.5 g of NazOsC16 in 200 mL of absolute 

ethanol was slowly added over -2 h. The entire mixture was refluxed 

overnight and then cooled to room temperature. The solvent was removed 

on a rotary evaporator and the residue was dissolved in a minimum amount 

of water. After filtering a small amount of insoluble material, the solution 

was heated at -80° C for 15 min. After cooling to room temperature, 1.5 mL of 

hydrogen peroxide (Baker, 30% in water) was added slowly. When 

effervescence had ceased, a saturated solution of NaCl04 was added. The 

solution was cooled overnight, and 62 mg of light brown crystals were 

recovered. Elemental analysis: C, 24.5%; H, 4.56%; N, 8.25%. Calculated for 

[OsOz(tmc)](Cl04)z: C, 24.8%; H, 4.76%; N, 8.27%. 

Physical measurements. Electrochemistry was performed as described 

elsewhere.4 Time-resolved emission m easurements were p erformed using 

an OMA system that has been described previously.25 The spectra w ere 

averaged for 15- 25 shots and smoothed by two-point smoothing. Electronic 

absorption spectra w ere obtained using a Shimadzu UV -260 recording 

spectrophotometer. Steady-state emission spectra26 and emission decay 

curves27 w ere obtained as described previously. Four param eter 

biexponential fits were performed using a program written by M. Albin. This 

program is based on the techniques of Marquadt as described by Bevington.28 

In all cases described h ere, the ratio of integrated intensities 't1 / 't2 was -2:1. 
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Sample preparation. Solutions for emission lifetime measurements 

were prepared in a two-compartment cell fitted with a 10 mL Pyrex bulb and a 

1 em pathlength cuvette.29 Solvent was transferred on a high vacuum line 

and degassed by five freeze-pump-thaw cycles. For surfactant solutions, the 

metal complex was added to the bulb and the surfactant was placed in the 

cuvette. Nanopure water was added directly and D20 was vacuum 

transferred into the bulb. Thus, the metal complex was dissolved before 

mixing with the surfactant. In "Stern-Volmer" experiments, the "quencher" 

(H20, D20, NaCl, SDS) was added to the cuvette while the the solution was 

kept in the bulb under vacuum. Liquids were degassed by three freeze-pump

thaw cycles before mixing with the solution. Repeating the emission lifetime 

measurements using less rigorous degassing methods did not quantitatively 

effect the decay curve. Extreme care was taken to insure that the surfactant, 

metal complex, and NaCl were completely dissolved. 
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Chapter4. 

Photophysics of Dioxorhenium(V) in Polymer Membranes: Direct Evidence 

for Chemically Distinct Regions in N afion. 
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Introduction 

The structure of Nafion (Figure 4.1) perfluorosulfonated membranes 

and thin films has been investigated by numerous electrochemical,1-6 

spectroelectrochemical7• 8 and photophysical9 methods and is an area of 

continuing interest in redox chemistry. The most widely accepted model for 

Nafion structure originally was developed by Yeager and Steck5, who 

proposed that small ions could occupy three distinct regions of the polymer. 

These regions include a hydrophobic region, a hydrophilic ion cluster region, 

and an interfacial region between the two. It is believed that the hydrophobic 

region is composed of aggregated polymer chain material and that the ion 

cluster region contains most of the S03- sites, adsorbed water and 

counterions. The interfacial region is believed to contain some pendant side 

chain material, a small number of S03- sites, some adsorbed water and some 

counterions. Recent work by Rubinstein4 using ferrocene as a hydrophobic 

electrochemical probe has shown that Ru(bpy)32+ occupies both the interfacial 

and ion cluster regions and that these regions become more hydrophobic 

upon incorporation of the complex. Additionally, Vining and Meyer6 have 

demonstrated that all three regions can be occupied by Ru(II) aqua-polypyridyl 

complexes depending on the pH of the bulk solution. A working model for 

Nafion structure based on the current literature is shown in Figure 4.2. The 

emission lifetime of Ru(bpy)32+ is not altered by incorporation into the 

m embrane; however, a 12 nm blue-shift of the MLCT emission is observed. 

The photophysics of Re02(py)4+ (Re02+) are altered greatly by 

incorporation into N afion polymer membranes. The emissive excited state of 

Re02+, efficiently quenched in aqueous solution, is long-lived in the presence 

of sodium dodecyl sulfate at concentrations both above and below the erne 

(Chapter 3).10 Anionic polymers containing potentially hydrophobic regions 
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Figure 4.1. Chemical structure of Nafion. 
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Figure 4.2. 
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Working model for Nafion structure based on 

reference 5 showing (a) hydrophobic fluorocarbon 

region, (b) interfacial region and (c) ion cluster region. 
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also induce long-lived emission from aqueous solutions of ReOz+. The 

photophysics of ReOz+ in these systems will be interpreted in terms of the 

general modellO of Chapter 3 and previous work involving Ru(bpy)32+. 

Results and Discussion 

Nafion membranes quantitatively incorporate ReOz+ upon soaking in 

aqueous solutions of the complex. The absorption spectrum of an 

ReOz+-exchanged membrane is shown in Figure 4.3. The average polarity 

calculated from this spectrum is Z-85.3, similar to ethylene glycol. 10 This 

environment seems to be even more polar than aqueous micellar solutions 

of SDS. 

In nonaqueous solution, the emission spectrum of ReOz+ is broad and 

featureless, with Amax = 650 nm (Figure 3.6).lla The emission spectra of 

ReOz+ in N afion membranes prepared in HzO and DzO are also broad, with 

an emission maximum (695 nm, Figure 4.4) that is red shifted 45 nm relative 

to nonaqueous solution. This red shift is 20 nm greater than that seen in 

SDS, consistent with the relative polarities of these environments as 

indicated by the absorption spectra. In addition, there is a large emission 

enhancement in DzO that is reflected in the emission lifetime. 

The emission decay curves of ReOz+-exchanged membranes show two 

well-resolved components. In HzO, these components exhibit lifetimes of 'tt 

= 250 ns and 't2 = 1.3 ~s, and the integrated intensities of these components are 

essentially equal (Figure 4.5). These values are independent of laser power 

and loading levels between 20 and 200 ~moles/ cm2. In membranes prepared 

in DzO, 'tl = 750 ns and 't2 = 2.9 ~s. This gives isotope effects of 3 and 2.4 for 'tl 

and 't2, respectively. The isotope effect potentially reflects the solvent 

accessibility of certain environments.lO These results clearly indicate that 

ReOz+ occupies two distinct regions of the polymer m embrane. 
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Absorption spectra of Re02+ in (a) H20, (b) Nafion 

membrane/H20, (c) DMF. 
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Figure 4.4 .. 
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Uncorrected emission spectra of Re02+ in N afion 

membranes prepared in (a) H20, (b) D20. 
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Figure 4.5. 
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Emission decay curve of Re02+ in a Nafion membrane 

prepared in H20. 
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Based on results involving other environments, it is reasonable to 

assign 'tl to Re02+ in the ion cluster region and 't2 to Re02+ in the interfacial 

region.5 The hydrophobic region is ruled out because the unsubstituted 

Re02+ complex does not occupy any hydrophobic region without 

encouragement from electrostatic interactions. Further, a much larger 

lifetime (-10 J.!S) would be expected in a truly hydrophobic region.llb The 

absolute magnitudes for 'tl and 't2 in Nafion agree well with decay parameters 

measured in environments of similar hydrophobic quality. The values of 'tl 

are slightly greater than those observed from complexes on the negatively 

charged surface of aqueous SDS micelles or in the wet region of nonionic 

micelles.10 The values of 't2 are similar to those observed in SDS/Re02+ 

clusters and Re02Cpy)4+ electrostatically bound to calf thymus DNA. These 

comparisons are further supported by the work of Lee and Meisel9, which 

shows these regions of Nafion membranes to be quite similar to SDS 

aggregates. In addition, a larger isotope effect would be expected in the more 

fluid ion cluster region and this is observed. Thus, the sensitive emission 

properties of Re02+ can be used to probe two chemically distinct regions in 

N afion polymer membranes. 

Experimental Section 

Materials. Metal complexes were prepared as described in Chapter 2. 

N afion and D20 were purchased from Aldrich and used as received. 

Sample Preparation. Nafion membranes were soaked in H20 or D20 

solutions of [Re02Cpy)4]PF6 and then placed in between two glass microscope 

slides. Absorption spectra were measured with a Shimadzu UV260 with a 

swollen Nafion blank in the reference beam. The membranes were placed at 

a 45 degree angle to the excitation beam for de termination of emission 

spectra12 and lifetimesl3 as described previously. Loading levels were 
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determined from the absorption at 342 nm (E = 19400 M-1 crn-1),14 Decay 

curves were deconvoluted as described in Chapter 3. 
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Chapter 5. 

Photochemistry of Dioxorhenium(V) in DNA: Multiple Binding Regions 

and Oxidative Cleavage. 
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Introduction 

The interactions of metal complexes with DNA is an area of intense 

interest. 1-4 The characterization of metal complex binding to DNA has been 

pursued with the intention of developing sequence-specific DNA cleaving 

agents based on photo- and redox-active complexes such as Co(bpy)33+ and 

Ru(bpy)32+. Recently, DNA has been reported to be an extremely efficient 

mediator of long-range electron transfer between complexes of this type.5-9 

The various modes of metal complex binding to DNA have been 

assigned from spectroscopic investigations of luminescent ruthenium 

complexes based on Ru(bpy)32+ (ligands are shown in Figure 5.1). 10-13 The 

emission from the MLCT states of Ru(bpy)32+ is not enhanced substantially by 

the addition of DNA to a buffer solution.l3 The intensity of Ru(phen)32+ and 

Ru(DIP)32+ emission, however, is enhanced by -20% in the presence of DNA. 

Time-resolved measurements show that this enhancement is accompanied 

by the addition of a long component to the emission decay curve. The short 

component has been assigned to complexes that are free in solution, 

electrostatically bound to the phosphate backbone, and surface bound in the 

DNA minor groove. Thus, changing the ligands from bpy to phen or DIP 

creates a new binding mode having a lifetime three times greater than the 

other states present in the solution. This binding mode has been 

characterized as intercalation of a phen or DIP ligand between the nucleotide 

polycyclic aromatic rings. 

Many bound redox-active metal complexes induce oxidative cleavage 

of DNA either thermally or photochemically.4 · 14-22 Many of these reactions 

occur through the sensitization of singlet oxygen; however, the generation of 

hydroxide radical by strong thermal or photochemical oxidants is the most 

widely observed mechanism.4 · 19 A hydroxyl radical m echanism has been 
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Pyridyl and polypyridylligands used in complexes 

described in this chapter. 
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proposed for the extremely efficient cleavage reactions of Co(phen)32+ and 

Co(DIP)32+.14 

The photophysics of Re02(py)4+ (Re02+) are altered greatly by binding 

to DNA. The emissive excited state of Re02+, efficiently quenched in aqueous 

solution, is long-lived in the presence of sodium dodecyl sulfate at 

concentrations both above and below the erne (Chapter 3).23 Anionic 

polymers containing potentially hydrophobic regions (i.e., DNA) also induce 

long-lived emission from aqueous solutions of Re02+. The photophysics of 

Re02+ in DNA will be interpreted in terms of the general model of Chapter 3 

and previous work involving Ru(bpy)32+. The oxidation of Re02+ bound to 

DNA by photo-induced electron transfer to methylviologen leads to DNA 

cleavage. The cyclic voltammetry and optical absorption techniques24 of 

Chapter 2 are used to detect this reaction. 

Results and Discussion 

Photophysics of Re02+ in DNA. Aqueous solutions of Re02+ do not 

exhibit long-lived emission.23• 25 Addition of calf thymus DNA to these 

solutions induces long-lived emission at -675 nm from Re02+. The decay of 

this emission is monophasic with a lifetime of 1.7 J...LS. Since no emission is 

observed from Re02+ that is free in solution, this emission must arise from 

an excited complex that is bound to DNA. Solutions of DNA containing 

Ru(bpy)32+ show similar behavior except that emission from free metal 

complexes is observed and cannot be distinguished from emission due to 

bound excited states. 12• 13 Analogy with these results implies that Re02+ 

interacts with DNA primarily through electrostatic interactions. It is not 

surprising that electrostatic association would lead to protection of the 

complex from the aqueous environment since hydrophilic cations such as 

Na+ are known to accumulate in the major and minor grooves of DNA.26• 27 
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Increasing the hydrophobicity of the equatorial ligands leads to a 

different type of emission profile. The hydrophobic Re02+ derivative, 

Re02(3-Ph-py)4+,23 does not dissolve in 2% aqueous ethanol; however, it is 

soluble in this same medium when 1 mM DNA is present. The absorption 

spectrum of Re02(3-Ph-py)4+ in calf thymus DNA is shown in Figure 5.2. 

From the extinction coefficient of this band, it can be determined that the 

complex is soluble to -20 JlM in the presence of 1 mM DNA-phosphate. 

Biphasic emission is observed from Re02(3-Ph-py)4+ bound to DNA 

(Figure 5.3). The short component, 'tl = 2.4Jls, is similar to the decay time of 

the unsubstituted complex in DNA and may arise from the same mode of 

binding. The long component, 't2 = 10 JlS, is the same as the lifetime in 

acetonitrile23• 24 and can thereby be assigned to a very hydrophobic binding 

mode. Thus, increasing the hydrophobic character (py---)- 3-Ph-py) of the 

organic ligands changes the emission decay of Re02+ in the same way as 

analogous substitution (bpy---)- phen, DIP) in Ru(bpy)32+.13 

Molecular dynamics calculations support the existence of a very 

hydrophobic Re02(3-Ph-py)4+-DNA adduct. In these calculations, the DNA 

atoms were fixed and only the metal complex atoms were allowed to move. 

Docking of the complex in the major groove and minimization of the 

structure led to a low energy conformation whose solvent-accessible surface 

did not contain either of the oxo ligands of Re02+. Thus, quenching of the 

excited state by interaction of water with the oxo ligands can be prevented. 

Photochemistry of Re02+ in DNA. The excited state of Re02+ is a mild 

(-0.7 V vs. SSCE) excited-state reductant in acetonitrile.24 In this solvent, a 

reversible electron transfer with methylviologen (MV2+) is observed. The 

product of this reaction, Re022+, is a strong oxidant and can be scavenged by 

dichloromethane, leading to net production of MV+ radical. The oxidized 
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Absorption spectrum of Re02(3-Ph-py)4+ in 1 mM calf 

thymus DNA. 
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Figure 5.3. 
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Emission decay curve of Re02(3-Ph-py)4+ in 1 mM calf 

thymus DNA. 
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metal complex shows H-atom abstraction reactivity, catalyzing reactions such 

as the conversion of secondary alcohols to ketones. 

Generation of bound Re022+ leads to oxidative cleavage of DNA that 

can be detected by gel electrophoresis (Figure 5.4). Photolysis (A,> 330 nm) of 

phage DNA (<l>X174, rf II) in the presence Re02+ and MV2+ leads to almost 

total cleavage as seen in lane D. Significant cleavage occurs also, however, in 

the presence of MV2+ alone. This can be explained by excitation of MV2+, 

which should be a powerful excited state oxidant on its own. In fact, 

inefficient photocleavage of pBR322 DNA by MV2+ has been demonstrated.28 

At this photolysis wavelength, the extinction coefficient for MV2+ is very 

small and the reaction is inefficient. 

A product of the oxidative cleavage is MV+ radical. This offers a 

convenient analytical marker for studying the reaction. Photolysis of 

vacuum-degassed DNA solutions containing Re02+ and MV2+ leads to 

production of MV+ radical (Figure 5.5).29 Photolysis of DNA control 

solutions containing only MV2+ also generates MV+. Using these absorption 

spectra, the relative contributions of the two pathways to the overall cleavage 

can be calculated. This reveals that both pathways produce approximately the 

same amount of cleavage. This is in qualitative agreem ent with the 

electrophoresis d ata shown in Figure 5.4. 

The reaction can also be monitored electrochemically. Cyclic 

voltammograms of Re02+ in the presence of silanes and alcohols show loss of 

return wave current due to chemical reaction of the oxidized metal complex 

with the added substrate (Chapter 3).24 With calf thymus DNA as the 

substra te, the same current loss is observed. Interestingly, this is observed in 

N 2-degassed solution. Shown in Figure 5.6 is the correlation of current loss 

with scan rate, which shows that greater current loss is observed at lower scan 
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1% agarose gel showing <l>X174 (rf II) DNA (12 ~M) after 

12 h of photolysis at A> 330 nm with (left to right): (a) 

no added compound, (b) 50 ~M MV2+, (c) 10 ~M Re02+, 

(d) 50 ~M MV2+ and 10 ~M Re02+. 
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Figure 5.5. 
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Absorption spectrum of a vacuum-degassed solution 

containing 40 ~M Re02+, 1 mM calf thymus DNA, and 

50 ~M MV2+, after 12 h of photolysis at A,> 330 nm. 
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Figure 5.6. 
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Cathodic current loss of Re02+ rereduction wave (+1.22 

V) as a function of scan rate induced by the addition of 

2 mM calf thymus DNA to an aqueous solution (Glassy 

carbon electrode, Ag wire reference, Pt wire auxiliary, 

0.05 M KCI, 0.05 M NaOAc, pH 5). 
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rates. At lower scan rates, there is more time for the oxidized complex to react 

with the DNA before rereduction on the return scan. Addition of the DNA 

causes no loss of oxidation current indicating that the complex is only weakly 

bound to the DNA.30 This supports the idea that the interaction of the 

unsubstituted ReOz+ complex is mainly electrostatic. Lack of solubility 

prevents making this measurement with the 3-Ph-py complex. The 

electrochemically activated cleavage of DNA by iron bleomycin in aerated 

solution recently has been reported.31 

The kinetics of the reduction of MV2+ by excited DNA-intercalated 

ethidium bromide have been measured. 6• 8 It was shown that most of the 

MV+ produced is reoxidized rapidly on the DNA strand; however, a small 

(-2%) fraction escapes from the helix into the aqueous solution.6 This 

fraction then is reoxidized via a second-order process (k = 5.6 x 109 M-1 s-1). 

Thus, a fraction of the oxidized ethidium bromide has a lifetime on the order 

of microseconds. The driving forces are similar and it therefore is reasonable 

to assume that the kinetics of the Re02+ reaction are comparable and that the 

escape of MV+ from the helix permits ReOz2+ to react with the DNA. The 

reaction inefficiency then is consistent with the low yield of MV+ escape. 

These findings are summarized by the mechanism shown in Figure 5.7. 

The ability of ReOz2+ to oxidatively cleave DNA can be explained by 

our experiments with organic substrates. Substrate oxidation indicative of 

H-atom abstraction, such as the conversion of secondary alcohols to ketones, 

has been observed with ReOz2+. The oxidative cleavage of DNA by iron 

bleomycin is believed to occur via abstraction of the ribose 4' hydrogen by an 

activated "FeV=O" intermediate.32 We have generated a similar 

intermediate, Re022+, by excited state electron transfer to MV2+. This 
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Proposed mechanism for oxidative cleavage of DNA by 

Re02+. 
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intermediate should then be capable of abstracting the ribose 4' H-atom, 

leading to DNA cleavage. 

Conclusions 

The experiments described in this chapter unify the themes brought 

forth in Chapters 2 and 3. The environmentally sensitive photophysical 

properties of ReOz+ have been used to probe an environment of intense 

interest: DNA. The conclusions made from the surfactant experiments have 

been applied to this medium. Multiple binding regions have been detected 

and partly characterized. 

The photochemical cleavage of DNA by ReOz+ utilizes all of the 

methodology developed in this thesis. Long-lived emission in aqueous 

solution is brought about by binding of ReOz+ to the DNA. An electron 

transfer reaction is used to generate the strongly oxidizing species, ReOz2+. 

This reactive complex then cleaves supercoiled DNA as shown by traditional 

gel electrophoresis. Techniques of inorganic photo- and redox chemistry can 

be used to detect this reaction in the same way as with organic substrates. 

These methods have allowed detection of the reaction in degassed solution, 

which is difficult using molecular biology techniques. 
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Experimental Section 

Materials. Metal complexes were prepared as described in Chapters 2 

and 3. Calf thymus DNA (Sigma) was purified by phenol extraction. Phage 

DNA <l>X174 (rf II) was purchased from Bethesda Research Laboratories and 

used as received. Methylviologen dichloride (Aldrich) was used as received. 

Solutions of calf thymus DNA containing [Re0z(py)4]PF6 and 

[Re0z(3-Ph-py)4]PF6 were vacuum degassed by five freeze-pump-thaw cycles. 

A liquid nitrogen/ o-xylene slush bath (-29 oc) was used for slow freezing to 

insure that the DNA was not nicked. The solutions containing 

[Re0z(3-Ph-py)4]PF6 were prepared by the addition of a saturated ethanol 

solution of the metal complex to an aqueous solution of DNA. Conditions 

for the emission experiments were: 1.0 mM DNA-phosphate, 20 mM NaCl 

and 20 mM Tris, pH 7. Cleavage reactions for analysis by electrophoresis were 

performed at 12 J.LM phage DNA-phosphate, 50 J.LM MVC}z, 10 J.LM metal 

complex, 20 mM NaCl and 20 mM Tris, pH 7. Photolysis was performed with 

a high pressure Hg/Xe arc lamp. Molecular dynamics calculations were 

performed with BIOGRAF /III version 1.34: BIOGRAF was designed and 

written by S.L. Mayo, B.D. Olafson and W.A. Goddard III. Electrochemistry 

was performed at a glassy carbon electrode in 0.05 M KCl, 0.05 M acetate buffer, 

pH 5. Solutions were degassed with Nz and kept under an N2 blanket during 

the experiment. Voltammograms were corrected for background current due 

to the addition of DNA. Electrochemical instrumentation was as described 

previously. Emission spectra33 and lifetimes34 were measured as described 

previously. 

Electrophoresis was performed in a homemade apparatus with 1% 

agarose gels in 40 mM Tris, pH 7.9. Samples were loaded onto the gel using 
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Ficollloading buffer. After electrophoresis the gels were stained with 

ethidium bromide and photographed under UV light. 
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Chapter 6. 

Conclusions 
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An intensely pursued objective has been the development of redox 

catalysts for the oxidation and reduction of small molecules.1• 2 

Electrochemists have investigated numerous complexes that mediate these 

conversions upon electrolysis;3-5 however, realization of these reactions 

under photochemical conditions often is elusive.6 The difficulty of initiating 

electrocatalytic reactions by photoinduced electron transfer arises from the 

competition of efficient electron recombination with the desired chemical 

process. 1 Further, multi-electron reactions, readily mediated by a constant

potential electrode, offer puzzling difficulties to photochemists struggling 

with one-electron sacrificial donors and acceptors. Microheterogeneous 

environments are a frequent solution to these problems, allowing the 

organization of reactants in a manner conducive to efficient photocatalysis.7•8 

The experiments described in this thesis show that the dioxorhenium 

complex, Re02Cpy)4+, promises to be quite useful in this line of research. 

Redox Chemistry 

The coupling of photoinduced electron transfer reactions to small 

molecule activation has been realized in a number of systems. 1• 7- 10 With 

Ru(bpy)32+, for example, it is possible to effect such conversions as the 

reduction of water to hydrogen, the oxidation of water to oxygen, and the 

reduction of C02 to C0.9· 11 · 12 Unfortunately, in each of these systems, 

additional catalysts are required to bring about the reactions (Figure 6.1). 

Reduced methylviologen, formed by Ru(bpyb2+-sensitized photoreduction, 

will reduce water to hydrogen only in the presence of a catalyst such as 

colloidal Pt;11 the resulting oxidized sensitizer, Ru(bpy)33+, will oxidize water 

to oxygen only in the presence of ruthenium dioxide. 12 The reduction of C02 
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Small molecule activations initiated by photoinduced 

electron transfer. 
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requires a Co(II) complex that can be reduced by Ru(bpy)32+* to Co(I), which is 

known to convert C02 to C0.9 

The reduction of C02 to CO by a complex that can act as both sensitizer 

and catalyst, has been performed (Figure 6.2).9 Photolysis of Re(bpy)(C0)3X (X 

= Cl- or Br-) in the presence of a sacrificial donor such as triethanolamine 

(TEOA) leads to photocatalytic reduction of C02 to CO. In this system, 

photoinduced electron-transfer leads to a reduced metal complex, 

Re(bpy)(COhX-, 10 which is substitutionally labile. Loss of x- creates an open 

metal coordination site that can activate COz.4• 5 

The excited-state redox chemistry of ReOz+ signals a similar advance 

for photocatalytic oxidations. The 3Eg excited state of ReOz+ can reduce 

sacrificial acceptors such as MV2+.13 The product of this reaction, Re022+, is a 

potent oxidant (Figure 6.3). Catalytic amounts of acetophenone have been 

produced by electrolysis of ReOz+ in the presence of sec-phenethyl alcohol. 

Further, oxidation of THF and CHzClz has been observed under photolysis 

conditions. Therefore, ReOz+, like its reductive counterpart, Re(bpy)(C0)3X, 

can act as both sensitizer and catalyst for useful reactions initiated by 

photoinduced electron transfer. Unlike Re(bpy)(C0)3X, however, electron 

transfer creates a reactive functionality on the oxo ligand rather than at an 

open coordination site . 

A hydrogen atom abstraction mechanism is strongly implicated in 

these reactions. All of the con versions have been performed in nonaqueous 

solution under degassed conditions. Oxidation of ReOz+ may impart radical 

character to the oxo ligands (Figure 2.13). Activation of secondary alcohols, 

tertiary silanes, and THF has been observed with photocatalysts known to 

perform H-atom abstraction such as Ptz(pop)44-, 14• 15 ketones, 16 and other 

metal-oxo complexes.3• 17-19 The oxidative cleavage of DNA is believed to 
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Proposed mechanism for the reduction of C02 by 

Re(bpy)(C0)3X. 
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Proposed mechanism for the photoactivation of 

organic substrates by Re02+. 
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occur by H-atom abstraction;20 Re022+ also can mediate this reaction in 

degassed solution. 

Photochemistry of Microheterogeneous Environments 

The elucidation of micellar structure using emissive metal complexes 

has been pursued widely.?· 8· 21 Experiments with Ru(bpy)32+ and its 

derivatives are difficult because the lifetime of Ru(bpy)32+* is not altered 

significantly upon binding to aqueous micelles. In fact, the initial observation 

of premicellar clusters in SDS solutions required hydrophobic quenchers such 

as 9-methylanthracene.22 Existence of premicellar clusters was substantiated 

by the fact that the hydrophobic quenchers were solubilized at surfactant 

concentrations below the erne only in the presence of the metal cation. 

Further, the quencher did affect the lifetime of the clustered Ru(bpy)32+. 

With Re02+,23 the observation of long-lived emission at surfactant 

concentrations below the erne is evidence of association. By varying the ionic 

strength, surfactant concentration, laser power and H 20 /D20 ra tio, it was 

shown that these clusters can coexist with normal micelles at surfactant 

concentrations above the erne. Addition of invasive quenchers was not 

required because of the extreme sensitivity of the Re02+ lifetime to its 

environment. 

Lifetime data for some m etal complexes used as environmental probes 

are shown in Table 6.1. Hydrophobic Ru(bpy)32+ derivatives show larger 

enhancements when bound to SDS micelles, probably because the 

hydrophobic ligands encourage tighter binding, creating a more rigid 

environment.24 The neutral complex, Ru(bpy)2(CN)2, has a large isotope 

effect but does not show appreciable change in lifetime upon binding. The 

lanthanide ions are different in that a change in the number of coordina ted 
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Table 6.1. 

Emission Lifetime Data for Metal Complexes in SDS Micelles. 
---------------------------------
complex 't(H20), JlS kH/kD 't(SDS) I j.lS kH/kD 

Eu3+ 103a 25.4 100b 

Tb3+ 408a 8.75 400b 

Ru(bpy)32+c 0.576 1.63 0.80 1.19 

Ru(phenh(DIP)2+c 3.07 1.37 6.11 1.07 

Ru(bpy)2(CN)2c 0.254 1.80 0.391 1.47 

Re02Cpy)4+ <0.01 (8.6)d 0.07 8.6 

0.90 1.0 

aReference 25. hReference 26. CReference 24. dMeasured in homogeneous 

pyridine solution, reference 55. 
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HzO ligands is required to bring about changes in the emission properties.25 

Therefore, for noncoordinating environments such as SDS, lanthanide ion 

emission is riot illustrative.26 Clearly, examination of the data in Table 6.1 

shows the utility of ReOz+ as an environmental probe. 

The structure of Re02+ contains an interesting combination of 

hydrophilic and potentially hydrophobic functionality. Synthesis of new 

complexes shows that four extremely hydrophobic 3-Ph-py ligands can replace 

the four pyridine ligands of ReOz+ .23 This substitution increases greatly the 

hydrophobic quality of the complex without changing the exquisitely 

sensitive photophysical properties. Experiments with this molecule also 

show that a readily observable vibrational progression, arising from an M02 

stretching mode, can be observed in emission spectra taken in potentially 

rigid environments. In addition, the absorption and emission maxima for 

ReOz+ complexes reflect the overall polarity of the environment; these data 

correlate with the other electronic properties. 

Experiments on Nafion membranes also are more facile with ReOz+. 

Again, Ru(bpy)32+ has nearly the same lifetime in water and in the 

membrane (Table 6.2).27 Complicated electrochemical experiments 

involving ferrocene as a neutral, hydrophobic probe28 have shown that 

Ru(bpy)32+ occupies both the ion cluster and interfacial regions of the 

membrane but, again, emission experiments can not corroborate this 

interpretation. With ReOz+, observation of two-component emission is, in 

itself, evidence for occupation of distinct regions by the chromophore. The 

observation of different isotope effects for each component supports the 

assignment. Finally, emission and absorption measurements show that the 

overall polarity of the membrane is quite high, similar to ethylene glycol. 
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Table 6.2. 

Emission Properties of Metal Complexes in Anionic Polymer Environments. 

complex 

Ru(phen)32+ 

't(H20), J..LS environment 't(J..LS) 

0.576a 

<0.01 

Nafion/H20 

DNA/H20 

0.68b 

0.42C 

0.73C 

2.65 

0.25 

1.3 

Nafion/D20 0.75 

2.9 

2.4 

10. 

aReference 24. hReference 27. CReference 29. dReference 56. 
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The characterization of metal complex-DNA interactions by emission 

lifetime measurements also has been investigated widely.29-34 Electrostatic 

association of Ru(bpy)32+ with the DNA helix induces little change in the 

emission lifetime (Table 6.2).29 In contrast, electrostatic binding of Re02+ 

changes its lifetime by at least three orders of magnitude. Addition of 

hydrophobic ligands to Ru(bpy)32+ leads to a longer component; the same 

effect is observed with Re02+. Again, the changes in lifetime are substantially 

larger for Re02+. 

Oxidative Cleavage of DNA 

The oxidative cleavage of DNA by metal complexes is under intense 

study.20· 30• 35-43 The reaction of iron bleomycin (Fe-BLM) with DNA leads 

to oxidative cleavage by a number of well-studied mechanisms.20 Other 

metal complexes such as Cu(phenh+39· 40 and methidium-propyl-EDTA

Fe(II)41 cleave DNA by similar mechanisms. These thermal agents all require 

oxygen or hydrogen peroxide. The photoactivated cleavage of Ru(bpy)32+ and 

Ru(phen)32+ occurs through sensitization of singlet oxygen.38· 44 (The single t 

oxygen reaction is unique in that it oxidizes the bases, not the sugars). The 

mechanism for photolytic cleavage of DNA by cobalt bleomycins, Co(DIP)33+, 

and Rh(DIP)33+ is very poorly understood, although it is known that cleavage 

is m ediated by Co-BLM in the absence of oxygen.20 

The reaction of Fe-BLM is believed to occur through the generation of 

metal-bound hydroxyl radical, which abstracts the 4' ribose hydrogen from 

DNA.20 The resulting ribose radical can degrade via a number of pathways. 

The cleavage of DNA by Re022+ therefore m ay b~ explained by an H-atom 

abstraction mechanism. Photolysis of Re02+ induces electron transfer to 

methylviologen producing MV+, which usually recombines rapidly with 
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Re022+ on the helix. After -2% of the redox events,45 MV+ escapes into the 

bulk solution, allowing Re022+ to react with the DNA (Figure 5.7). The 

efficiency of the process is two orders of magnitude lower than for 

Co(phen)33+,38 consistent with the 2% yield of MV+ escape. 

Novel analytical techniques are possible with this cleavage scheme. 

The production of MV+ allows detection of the reaction by absorption 

spectroscopy, owing to the distinctive spectrum of the radical. The addition of 

calf thymus DNA to aqueous solutions of Re02+ leads to a decrease in 

cathodic current for the rereduction wave in cyclic voltammograms of Re02+. 

This is because on the forward sweep, the oxidizing species, Re022+, is 

generated and reacts with the DNA. On the reverse sweep, the back wave is 

smaller because of the chemical reaction of the oxidized complex. The 

scan-rate dependence of this phenomenon supports this interpretation. 

Further, this experiment shows that MV2+ is not required for reaction of 

Re022+ with the DNA. 

It is tempting to consider the mechanism of photocleav age by Co-BLM, 

Co(phen)33+, Co(DIP)33+, and Rh(DIP)33+. For the polypyridyl complexes, 

"tight" cleavage patterns have been observed, indicating that no diffusable 

species is involved.30· 46-48 As stated, oxygen is not required for activity of 

Co-BLM.20 The polypyridyl complexes are strong (-2 V) photooxidants.47· 49 

Cyclic voltammetry of Rh(bpy)33+ shows irreversible, two-electron reduction, 

even at sweep rates as high as 100 V s-1.50 These data are consistent with the 

mechanism shown in (1)- (3), where reduction of Rh(bpy)33+ occurs first at 

the bpy ligand to produce a species that is reduced again at the electrode and 

goes on to lose a bpy ligand and form a stable, square-planar d8 complex. 

Rh(bpy)33+ + e- -+ Rh(bpyh(bpy-)2+ (1) 
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Rh(bpyh(bpy-)2+ + e- ~ Rh(bpy)3+ 

Rh(bpy)3+ ~ Rh(bpyh+ + bpy 

(2) 

(3) 

The excited-state properties of these rhodium complexes also are known; 

Rh(phen)33+ has a long-lived intraligand (n:,n:*) excited state51 that is a very 

strong (2.25 V vs. NHE) oxidant.49 

From the detailed electronic information available for rhodium 

polypyridyl complexes, the mechanism shown in Figure 6.4 can be proposed. 

The potential for the one-electron oxidation of water to hydroxyl radical and a 

proton is +2.33 V (vs. NHE) at pH 7,52 very close to the potential of 

Rh(phen)33+*/2+ (it is being assumed that phen and DIP have similar redox 

properties).49 The oxidation of water to hydroxyl radical by Rh(DIP)33+ 

produces the two species needed to complete the reaction: a potent H-atom 

abstractor (OH•), and a good electron acceptor (Rh(DIPh(DIP-)2+). Now the 

reaction can proceed via established mechanisms for bleomycins.Z0 

This mechanism has a number of distinct advantages. Direct, 

one-electron oxidation of the sugar by Rh(DIP)33+* might be possible; 

however, the ribose unit does not possess a readily oxidized functionality. 

Further, electron recombination between Rh(DIP)32+ and the "oxidized" sugar 

probably will be more efficient than the bond cleavage processes necessary for 

backbone degradation. 16• 53 The reduced rhodium complex is a convenient 

electron acceptor for conversion of the sugar radical to the 4'-carbocation, a 

species known to add water and produce cleavage. The one-base cleavage 

patterns47 observed for Rh(DIP)33+ can be accounted for by the need for this 

proximal electron acceptor. Analogous mechanisms can be proposed for the 

cobalt complexes and for oxidizing dyes such as 2,7-diazapyrenium cations, 

which also cleave DNA in the absence of oxygen.54 Thus, it is possible that 
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New proposed mechanism for the oxidative cleavage 

of DNA by photoexcited Rh(DIP)33+. 
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these complexes do not oxidize the sugars directly but instead operate by 

generating a hydroxyl radical. 

A mechanism involving water-bound species cannot operate for 

Re02+. Observation of the reaction under rigorously degassed conditions 

rules out the involvement of molecular oxygen. Further, the potential for 

water oxidation is too large for the Re022+/+ couple (+1.56 V vs. NHE), ruling 

out mediation by hydroxyl radical. Experiments involving organic substrates 

point to an H-atom abstraction mechanism. Reaction with THF has been 

observed; the chemical resemblance of THF and the DNA ribose is clear. 

Other dioxo complexes activate THF by abstraction of an H-atom from the 

a-carbon, 19 a reaction similar to the one proposed here. Thus, direct 

oxidation of the sugar by Re022+ is a probable mechanism. 

In conclusion, Re02+ is an attractive photocatalyst because it can 

undergo photoinduced electron transfer to produce a potent H-atom 

abstractor capable of oxidizing silanes, alcohols, halocarbons and THF. 13 

Using this chemistry, it is possible to perform photoreactions where Re02+ 

acts as both the sensitizer and catalyst, a previously unrealized goal for the 

oxidation of organic substrates initiated by photoinduced electron transfer. 

The emission properties of Re02+ are ideal for studying 

microheterogeneous environments because the emission lifetime is strongly 

dependent on the aqueous character of the medium.23 Lifetimes spanning 

five orders of magnitude have been measured in environments of varying 

solvent accessibility. The remarkably large isotope effect on this emission 

lifetime also is sensitive to the properties of the environment. The emission 

and absorption maxima indicate the overall polarity of the environment and 

give values that are consistent with other techniques. 
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Experiments in DNA are noteworthy for two reasons. First~ the Re02+ 

chromophore is an excellent probe of binding~ and two binding modes readily 

can be determined. Second1 the bound complex can reduce MV2+ upon 

photoexcitation to produce the potent H-atom abstractor Re022+1 which can 

cleave the DNA in a manner possibly analogous to Fe-BLM20 but without a 

necessary diffusable intermediate like 02 or OH • . The spectroscopic and 

electrochemical properties of the reacting species allow detection of the 

cleavage reaction by novel techniques. The efficiency of this reaction is low, 

owing to rapid electron recombination on the helix. Nevertheless~ the results 

indicate that metal-oxo and other complexes known to abstract H-atoms from 

organic substrates might provide an efficient method for the direct oxidative 

cleavage of DNA in the absence of any diffusable species. 
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